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Exploring polar regions and 
corona hole boundaries 
through the solar cycle..
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We analysed coronal dynamics at the poles from 2007-2013 
through measurements of the non-thermal velocity.. 

We measured the number of brights at the poles. 

How do coronal dynamics change with cycle?
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From Cirtain et al., 2007



Do the corona dynamics respond to the streams of 
magnetic field that flow to the poles, that trigger the 
polarity reversal? 

Through global magnetic modelling the number of nulls 
were checked during the cycle…
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A study of the polar regions with EIS from 2007-2013

Analysed data from 
both polar regions. 

Concentrated on non-
thermal velocity as it is 
independent of 
position.  

Used Fe XII as it is the 
strongest emission 
line. 
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Measuring coronal dynamics through Vnt
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Peak Vnt

Upper Vnt

FeXII line profiles 
fitted to get Vnt. 
Histogram of each 
raster produced.
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An example in the north 
pole.  

The higher values of Vnt 
do not always correlate 
with high intensity. 

Stealth jets???



Vnt vs 
intensity. 
No strong 
trend. 
Highest Vnt 
values at 
lower 
intensities.
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Want to see if the flows to the poles change the 
dynamics in the corona.
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Intensity increases as the cycle heads towards max

Vnt peak stays at the same level during the cycle



What happens 

Number of BPs 
determined from 
AIA 211 data 

After adjustment 
for tilt, the 
number of bright 
stays the same.

How do the bright points 
change with cycle?
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Nulls over the 6 years between 50-80 degrees

Nulls determined from global magnetic modelling. 11



What happens to the number of nulls at the polar regions?
Using a PFSS 
model analysis 
The trend in the 
number of nulls 
below and  
above 1.1 solar 
radii.  

The modelling is 
showing 
changes in the 
number of nulls -
> must be 
measuring larger 
scale magnetic 
features. 
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Dynamics at the poles - does not change with cycle!

The coronal dynamics at the 
small scale doesn’t change 
with cycle. 
Impact on understanding the 
dynamo (local)? – and fast 
wind formation. 
  
Harra et al., 2015
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